In 1997, the Labour Government came to power committed to reforming public service delivery, particularly towards the improvement of children's services. The paper focuses on the implementation process involved in rolling out its Sure Start policy in order to understand and analyse the dynamics in Labour's approach to delivery. In so-doing, it draws on implementation and policy network theories to offer an original analytical framework, 'the implementation network approach', to explain the implementation process of Sure Start policy in Sheffield and Manchester based on 32 interviews.
Introduction
Under the previous Labour government, the issue of 'poverty and social exclusion' has become one of the most significant priorities in a number of policy areas. In the annual report of 'Opportunity for All, Tackling Poverty and Social Exclusion' in 1999, Labour outlines many facets of 'Poverty and Social Exclusion'. Social exclusion is a wide-ranging phenomenon representing systemic malaise, which cannot be solved just by the provision of income or jobs, but is a cross-cutting issue that needs to be dealt with by cross-departmental cooperation. It covers a number of policy areas, such as health, education, employment and so forth. The Sure Start programme, as one of the most important policy initiatives under the previous Labour government, has been considered as the key policy to tackle the problems of social exclusion and poverty of children and young people.
However, there are many critiques on the delivery process of Sure Start policy, and its impact on the improvements of children's lives. A report entitled 'Sure Start sets back the worst placed youngsters, study finds' from the Guardian in 2005, argues that:
The government's flagship Sure Start programme is setting back the behaviour and development of young children in the most alienated households, according to the first big national evaluation of the scheme.
Though the £3bn programme is benefiting some poor families, the government commissioned study concluded that children of teenage mothers and unemployed or lone parents did worse in Sure Start areas than those in similarly deprived communities elsewhere (Guardian, 2005) .
In addition, in a report on 15 February 2007, it argues that 'Norman Glass, Sure Start's founding director, complained after he had resigned; it went in the wrong direction. A significant proportion of the budget has been wasted on the provision of group day care -including expensive and unnecessary buildings' (The Times, 2007) . This paper attempts to figure out what occurs in the process of implementation under the previous Labour government, as the issue of delivery has increasingly become the core theme of the Labour Administration's agenda.
The paper starts by analysing Labour's strategy on public service delivery setting out context for studying the implementation process of Sure Start policy; Then, the second part proposes a theoretical model -the Implementation Network -to offer a perspective on explaining the implementation process of Sure Start; Based on the proposed theoretical model, the paper then analyses the case studies of Sure Start policy in Manchester and Sheffield through the analytical lens of proposed theoretical model.
Labour's Public Service Delivery
The previous Labour government in the UK desperately engaged in the quest for public service improvement in the consecutive three terms of the Labour government since 1997. For the first term of the Blair Government, joined-up government was a central objective of public sector reform, covering both the making of policy and the delivery of services. The idea of 'joined-up government' as an emerging form of governance is closely associated with the 'hollowing-out' of the state and the increasing fragmentation and complexity of the public realm (Newman, 2001: 105) .
By the end of its first term, The Labour government stated that delivery on its pledge to raise service standards is the single most important criterion for judging the success or failure of its second terms in office (Boyne, 2003) . In examining the details of Labour's approach to public service reforms, a key point is that in a number of areas Labour was willing to accept a number of the reforms that had taken place in the previous eighteen years of Conservative government. Whitefield argues that 'the reality is that New Labour is creating market conditions in public services which include most of the structural components of markets ' (Whitefield, 2006: 48) . Partnership is a significant theme in Labour's approach to tackling complex policy issues. Non-state actors, such as voluntary sector bodies and private sector companies, still play important parts in the process of delivering public services, but they participate in a more coordinated way.
However, as Smith and Richards (2005) argue the policy capability of non-state actors is weakened through the strengthening of power from the centre. Even though Labour, rhetorically at least, stresses the roles of non-state actors and street-level bureaucrats in the partnership on improving public service delivery, it either implicitly or explicitly strengthens the controlling power from the centre. The claim here is that the relationship between the centre and non-state, street-level actors is asymmetric (See Figure 1 Labour's approach, in particular, to public service delivery, has been based on wider devolution of powers. The government placed particular emphasis on developing new policy initiatives through integrated local actions. The Performance and Innovation Unit's report 'Reaching Out' (2000) listed thirty-two government-inspired series of zonal initiatives to bring local agencies together to develop holistic solutions to local problems, offering additional funding and greater flexibility in how funds were spent for successful bidders in order to foster local innovation. Their programme of reform has been framed in the context of devolving greater power to the frontlines and to non-state actors.
In developing greater choice of provider, the private and voluntary sectors can play a role. Contrary to myth, no one has ever suggested they are the answer. Or they should replace public services. But where use of them can improve public services, nothing should stand in the way of their use. In any event, round the world, the barriers between public, private and voluntary are coming down (Blair, 2001) .
In order to satisfy the demands and needs of customers and achieve customer-focused service, Labour enunciates four 'principles for Public Service Reform': Customer-focused public service reforms are based on these four principles, but for these to work effectively there must be a tight relationship between them. Standards and accountability are important, but they must be accompanied by the greater trust that comes from devolution, the greater rewards that come from more flexibility and the greater choice that the customer wants. 'The notions of choice and flexibility are explicit references made by the government in response to what it regards as an entrenched approach in Whitehall to delivery of public services based on a view that 'one size fits all' (Richards & Smith, 2005) . Governments can no longer claim to know everything and assume that something rigidly designed will fit the expectations of everyone in the nation.
For the government, diversity of customers' requirements and public service provision has become the new mantra. This is to be achieved through devolution and delegation to local providers, which can help tailor services to meet local needs. Labour freed up front-line professionals and street-level bureaucrats, who are best placed to understand the most appropriate means of delivery in order to meet the specific needs of their individual client groups (Office of Public Service Reform, 2002). One government on-line publication -'Leading from the Front Line', it illustrates clearly Labour's steps and intentions on freeing up street-level bureaucrats and gives several specific cases on granting teachers, police officers, GPs and Local officers more autonomy to cope with different situations (Cabinet Office, 2003a) .
Rhetorically, Labour is committed to devolved and pluralistic forms of service delivery, delegation of management and the use of a range of public/private, local/national providers. However, the centre is seeking an alternative way to impose its control (top-down) on non-state actors and frontline bureaucrats. Labour created 'joined-up government' as a mechanism for increasing control by the centre, because it offers a way of ensuring that strategies developed in No.10 were not undermined by the conflicting goals of departments and different agencies or quangos. The Labour government also created a range of bodies such as the Social Exclusion Unit, task forces, the Delivery Unit, tsars and the Strategy Unit to overcome departmentalism and redress the failure of public service delivery.
It can be argued that under the Labour's government, the agenda is not ideologically driven, but output driven. The movement away from a concern with processes towards a stress on outputs means that non-state actors and frontline bureaucrats, such as agencies, voluntary organisations and quangos, are increasingly expected to deliver measurable improvements in their services by almost any means possible.
In order to strengthen the power of the core executive, Labour has taken the following measures: 1) Strengthening the Prime Minister's power. Blair expanded the size of the Policy Directorate, almost doubling numbers of personnel compared to the Major years (Smith and Ludlam, 2001) . Crucially, the role of the Policy Directorate became one not so much of making policy but instead one charged with ensuring that departments were aware of the Blair agenda and were delivering policy in line with Number Ten's wishes. After 2001, Labour restructured the core executive and created the Prime Minister's Delivery Unit, which is used to ensure the delivery of the Prime Minister's top public service priority outcomes. Barber argued that: 'taken together with other Cabinet changes, and in the light of the development of the Office of Prime Minister over recent decades, it may well be that it marks a further stage in the evolution of British government from a Cabinet system to what is virtually a Presidential system' (Barber, 2007) .
2) Increased the role of special advisers and task forces. The way that special advisers have been used can be illustrated by looking at both No.10 and the Treasury. In the Treasury, Gordon Brown oversaw an important change in the role of civil servants. Increasingly, policy is made in consultation with special advisers rather than the senior officials of the Treasury. In addition, Brown also had a collection of ad hoc advisers to undertake 'blue skies' thinking, their role being to keep the chancellor in touch with fresh ideas that are developing outside the corridors of the Treasury (Ludlam & Smith, 2004) . The Labour government also created an array of ad hoc bodies -task forces -with the intention of crossing departmental boundaries and providing a range of sources of advice. Task forces were intended to convey a spirit of urgency and commitment on the part of new administration intent upon action and delivery. 'They were designed to be emblems of Labour's desire to be seen to be implementing manifesto pledges briskly and in a spirit of trust' (Foley, 2000) .
3) Utilizing audits and targets. There are a large number of regulatory bodies created by the last Conservative government, but again, rebranded by Labour. These include the Better Regulation Unit (later known as the Regulatory Impact Unit), the Better Regulation Task Force, the National Audit Office, the Audit Commission and the Public Sector Benchmarking Service. Growth in the use of targets and audit mechanisms reflects an attempt by central government to ensure it maintains control over those agencies or actors delivering services to the public (Hyndman & Eden, 2002) . However, one of the most important institutional forms of target-setting has been the establishment of Public Service Agreements (PSAs). The new spending regime has revitalized the role of Treasury in the domestic policy-making process, and the system has been perceived as consistent with the characterization of 'a 'strong' Treasury that actively intervenes in public activity' (James, 2004: 399) . The PSA system was designed to bring all of central government under a system-wide performance regime to reduce fragmentation, and it was also intended to improve the co-ordination of priority setting where policy or delivery issues cut across departmental boundaries.
Labour's strategy for ameliorating public service has been to create a 'mixed approach' (See Figure 1) . On the one hand, it stresses the importance of non-state actors and frontline bureaucrats in improving public service delivery and continues the legacy bequeathed by the Conservatives (1979 Conservatives ( -1997 . On the other hand, it still believes that the centre should use a 'top-down' approach and it consistently imposes national standards on the service deliverers.
The Implementation Network Approach
There are two major approaches scholars have been using to interpret the implementation process, the 'top-down' (Pressman & Wildavsky, 1984) and 'bottom-up' (Hjern, 1982; Hull, 1974) approaches. A 'top-down' approach may be inappropriate because the main actors shaping policy may be operating at the implementation level, so the policy is not dominated by central government departments (Cairney, 1999) . Top-down approach prescribes the conditions to attain the success of policy implementation and reach the policies objective. In these cases, a 'bottom-up' approach recognises the complexity of the implementation process and argues that the: 'top-down model may not be appropriate used in situations where there is no dominant policy or agency, but rather a multitude of governmental directives and actors, none of them pre-eminent' (Sabatier, 1986: 30) . Benson argues that the network of interests appear within a policy sector, which he defines in terms of: 'a cluster of complex of organisations connected to each other by resource dependencies and distinguished from other clusters or complexes by breaks in the structure of resource dependencies' (Parson, 2003: 484) .
Under the previous Labour government, policies can be conceived as being implemented in pools of organisations, they may involve a multiplicity of organisations of various kinds -national and local, public, private and voluntary, business and labour, and so on -and implementation is often undertaken by a matrix or set of organisational pools not a single organisation (Parson, 2003: 484) . Therefore, both top-down and bottom-up approaches have limitations in analysing the implementation process. Top-down approaches tend to overlook the complicated interactive process between different organisations, and merely focuses on central government's role on setting up a variety of conditions to establish the objectives of policies. As argued above, the great number of actors in the service delivery arena has increased the complexity of policy making under Labour, in part can be traced to the programme of marketisation and privatisation bequeathed by the previous Conservative regime. Whitefield (2006) and Needham (2007) illustrated the increasing number of actors in delivering public services under the context of continuing markeitisation under Labour. Conversely, bottom-up approaches do account for the increase in complexity by taking account of the role of different organisations from both public and private sectors (Hjern, 1981) . In addition, bottom-up approaches analyse the behaviours of street-level bureaucrats and their influence on the implementation process. However, the Labour government consistently strengthened central control through a variety of means, including PSA targets, institutionalising Prime Ministerial power, setting up task forces and using more special advisors. Nevertheless, bottom-up approaches have been criticised for their tendency to 'overemphasize the ability of the periphery to frustrate the centre (Hill & Hupe, 2002: 64 into the framework. At the meso-level, Rhodes's policy network theory is employed to analyse the interactive process between different organizations in the implementation process. (3) The implementation network approach adopts a 'bottom up' approach to studying the implementation process; In the micro-level, Lipsky's 'street-level bureaucrats' model is used to analyse the behaviour of individuals at the street-level in the implementation process. Lipsky argues that 'street-level bureaucrats' have great discretion and autonomy in the implementation process both as decision-makers and implementers. (4) The implementation network approach explores the interactive relationship between structure and agency. They are structures that (Marsh and Smith, 2000) 'define the roles the actors play; shape the issues which are discussed and how they are dealt with; have distinct sets of rules; and contain organizational imperatives'. These structures also involve the institutions of beliefs, values, cultures and particular forms of behaviour. Marsh and Smith also argue that agents do make strategic calculations shaped by their interpretation of that structural context. (5) The implementation network approach recognises the importance of interactive relations between the network and outcome, arguing that not only do networks affect policy outcomes, but policy outcomes impact the shape of the policy network directly. Based on the recognition that policy outcomes also affect the shape of the policy network directly, as well as having an effect on the structural position of certain interests in civil society and the strategic learning of actors in the network.
Research Methods
Documentary analysis and interviewing are taken as the two most important methods of collecting the information and data on Sure Start policy. Bryman (2004) argues that there are five kinds of documentary sources, and they are: 'personal documents, official documents from the state, official documents from private sources, mass media outputs and virtual outputs (internet) ' (Bryman, 2004: 380) . Documentary sources pave the foundation for the interviewing stage. The documentary sources (See Table 1 ) have two primary roles. The first is to understand the background of Sure Start policy, its initiative stage, developing stage, and current progress, as well as exploring the related data on funding streams, targets and actors in Sure Start. The second is to identify relevant individuals to be interviewed and prepare for data collection in the subsequent interviewing stage. In this research, semi-structured interviews are chosen as the most appropriate option for this particular research area, because it allows the interviewee space to express their thoughts and the interviewer the flexibility to adapt to new information during the interview, whilst maintaining enough structure to allow for comparisons to be made across interviews. Prior to each interview, a set of questionnaires was devised as a guide for the discussion, with different guides developed for the different types of actors, such as actors in the central government and actors at the local level. The purpose of the questions was to ensure that the interviews maintained focused on the key issues whilst providing flexibility to allow the respondents to bring in issues that they believed to be important to the policy area.
Specific interviewees are identified by analysing up-to-date primary literature from the target organisations (paper and electronic based), the Civil Service Yearbook and, in the later stages, information gathered in interviews with other actors (See Table 2 ). Interviewees are chosen from those involved in Sure Start policy from relevant departments and those initiating Sure Start policy. In addition, particularly at the local level, another important means of choosing interviewees is through the recommendations of other interviewees based on their local knowledge, since they know who relevant individuals are to contact on certain questions.
Interview materials is transcribed word by word from the tape recorder and checked several times to ensure www.ccsenet.org/par Public Administration Research Vol. 3, No. 1; accuracy. Secondly, the implementation network approach has been employed to explain service delivery of Sure Start. According to these explanatory variables, interview transcription is categorised and highlighted under different themes. For example, in order to reveal the importance of street-level bureaucrats involved in Sure Start policy and their impact on the implementation process, relevant interview material is highlighted, categorised and analysed comparatively between Sheffield and Manchester. In addition, as noted above, the triangulation method is used to interpret the collected data. Interview data was analysed against the statements of the governmental official documents. Through the analysis and interpretation of the interview data, it reveals to what extent Labour has actually devolved power and autonomy to frontline staff as stated in Labour's official documents. In addition, PSAs are a key tool for the Treasury to intervene with the actors involved in Sure Start policy. By analysing interview data against PSA targets, this work aims to reveal how different actors both at the centre and local level view the roles of the PSA.
Implementing Sure Start in Practice
Labour's objective is to guarantee that, in the next two decades no child will live in poverty and all children will have opportunities to realise their full potential (Office of Deputy Prime Minister, September, 2003) . Sure Start is a programme designed by Labour to deliver on these stated aims, which brings together early education, childcare, health and family support. It concentrates on promoting the physical, intellectual, social and emotional development of young children to enable them to thrive when they go to school. However, in order to reach the objectives of Sure Start, Labour has been acutely aware of the importance of effective delivery. 
5.1'Joined-up Government and Mixed Approach' on Delivering Sure Start
'Joining up' as a new governing mode has had a clear impact on the implementation process of Sure Start policy, since it focuses on cross-cutting delivery, shared goals, institutional restructuring and collaboration arrangements. In the first place, the traditional political approach of a singular organisation delivering public services has been transformed to multi-agency working and partnership arrangements. At the central level, the objective of Sure Start is not merely the responsibility of a single department or organisation but needs collaboration from other departments. One of the senior officials from DCSF commented that 'DoH and DWP have dual responsibilities to help children to reach their own full potential, especially with the help of getting parents back to employment and copying with the health issues of children' (personal interview).
At the local level both in Sheffield and Manchester, Sure Start Children's Centres are multi-purpose centres that bring together childcare, early education, health and family support services. They are designed for use by families, parents and carers of children under five and may be based in schools, health centres, community centres or in their own building. Public, private and voluntary organisations work together, such as NCH and MCDT in Sheffield, or Barnado's and the Big Life company in Manchester, to provide a wide range of services from childcare to health visiting, employment advice, parenting advice and toy libraries for all young families, but with a particular emphasis on improving the life chances of the most disadvantaged children. Richards and Smith argue on the one hand that Labour emphasise the significance of frontline staff in delivering public services through the devolution of more power to street-level bureaucrats; on the other hand, they argue that the Labour government also attempts to control the behaviour of lower-level workers in order to increase the power of the central government through a variety of means, such as targets (Richards & Smith, 2005 One of the managers from Sure Start Children's Centres in Sheffield also commented that 'our money is from local authority and the central government. Though we are allowed to make our own decisions on dealing with daily issues in the community, we are very much restrained by local authority and the central government as they hold the most resources we need' (personal interview).
'Policy Community' and 'Issue Network' in the Sure Start
Based on the interview, this section identifies that DCSF, DWP (Jobcentre Plus), DoH (PCT), No10, the Treasury and local authorities (EYECS in Sheffield and Sure Start Unit in Manchester) constitute the policy communities in Sure Start, and argues that DCSF, DWP, DoH, No10 and the Treasury make up a decision-making body that is not directly involved in the implementation process of Sure Start; and local authorities, PCTs and Jobcentre Plus constitute the implementation element of the policy community. They maintain a stable relationship within the communities in terms of delivering Sure Start.
Actors in the Sure Start policy community are firstly resources-dependent and rely on each other to reach their own targets; secondly, they need to establish an institutional mechanism to make sure their own interests are reflected in the policy community. No. 10, the Treasury, DCSF, DoH, and DWP are the actors in the policy community that negotiate resource exchanges in the decision-making process, which in turn have an impact on the implementation process of Sure Start. Jobcentre Plus, local authorities and PCTs are actors in the community that implement the decisions made in the community representing the interests of policy community (See Figure  3 ).
Ideologically they share the vision of ending child poverty by the end of 2020. More importantly, the vision is documented in governmental papers under Labour's overall strategies on reforming social welfare policy (First Annual Report, 1999) . The Government also strongly believe in the efficacy of partnerships between public sectors and non-public sectors, such as private actors. Institutionally, they form a tight and closed structure dominating the decision-making and implementation process on Sure Start policy. Richards Even though DWP's departmental PSA objective is to end child poverty by 2020, the main aim for DWP is to meet the needs of lone parents, and ensure that Sure Start benefits low-income families, which is also reflected at the local Jobcentre Plus. DWP considers getting more parents back to work as one of the best means to end child poverty by 2020. One of the senior officials from DWP illustrated: 
Institutional Divisions in the Community
The internal institutional structure inside the policy community still has its divisions and has a slow development process regarding partnerships in the implementation circle of the community, especially with actors such as Primary Care Trust and Jobcentre Plus.
1) DCSF(LA) and DWP (Jobcentre Plus)
Sure Start-related services in local authorities in both cities (EYECS in Sheffield and Sure Start Unit in Manchester) are line managed, supervised and overseen by DCSF. In Sheffield, based on the interview materials, the working relation between DCSF and the local authority is comparatively better than Manchester. EYECS has been chosen by DCSF as one of the leading authorities to develop guidance around the childcare strategy and is in a position to influence the way in which DCSF develops Sure Start policy. One of the officials from the local authority in Sheffield commented 'Our relation with DCSF is very good. They (DCSF) kind of oversee, they support us in the delivery of all the Children Centres and we report back to them about' (Personal interview)
In Manchester, officials in the Sure Start Unit also recognise the leading role of DCSF and the Unit is monitored as well by DCSF. However, officials in the Sure Start Unit are more concerned with the problems with DCSF and argue that 'the main issue for us is the time schedule is quite constrained, in terms of how to deliver a programme in two years. That is fairly tight in terms of planning a building, get it open and ready (Personal interview).
However, DCSF and local authorities (EYECS and Sure Start unit) are not the only players in the community, with DWP and Jobcentre Plus, together with DoH and PCT, also having important roles in the process of decision-making and implementation in Sure Start policy. In institutional terms, there is a mechanism to ensure www.ccsenet.org/par Public Administration Research Vol. 3, No. 1; the involvement of DWP and that its policy concerns are being reflected in the community. At the local level, Jobcentre Plus is line-managed by DWP, which largely determines the extent to which Jobcentre Plus provides services concerning the employment of families with children under five, and it jointly works with local authorities in a concerted way in the implementation process of Sure Start.
In Sheffield, one of the officials from the local authority argued that Jobcentre Plus is minor element of the work of DWP and there is a lack of the level of commitment and focus from Jobcentre Plus (personal interview). Jobcentre Plus is not seen by other members within the partnerships as absolutely central to the main purposes and roles of the Centres, and rarely seen as vital or crucial. As a result, Jobcentre Plus cannot reasonably expect to play a central or pivotal role in these partnerships (Dench, Aston, James, & Foster, 2008: 59 In the implementation process, as DWP encounters the constraints of resources, particularly in Jobcentre Plus, it tends to restrict the services offered to local authorities. From interviews, both senior officials in Sheffield and Manchester indicated that there is a lack of strong cooperation with Jobcentre Plus, and the only service occurring in Sure Start Children's Centres is information provision to families with children under five and nothing else in most centres. It is reported by a number of Children's Centres staff that Jobcentre Plus is often viewed negatively and with distrust by both professionals and users, and still perceived by many as an agency that is largely interested in reducing the number of benefits claimants and individuals' own benefit entitlements by pushing people into work (Dench, Aston, James, & Foster, 2008: 72) . One of the senior officials from the Sheffield local authority commented:
In fact, they kind of think that Children's Centres should do everything, they don't want to do their own work, but they want all their boxes ticking. So they want to have their targets reached, but they don't want to do anything about it, so they want Children's Centres to reach targets for them.
2) DCSF (LA) and DoH (Prime Care Trust)
At the local level in Sheffield and Manchester, working in partnership with Children's Centres to deliver health promotion activities and programmes is an effective means of helping PCTs in both Sheffield and Manchester to meet public health priorities such as reducing health inequalities, reducing adult smoking rates, or halting the rise in obesity among children (DoH, 2007) .
Both Sheffield and Manchester experienced a major re-organisational transformation in PCTs that influenced the implementation process of Sure Start policy at the local level. The number of PCTs in England was reduced from 303 to 152 on 1 October 2006 in order to create a closer relationship between health, social care and emergency services, improve value and services for patients, develop better emergency planning with more resources to respond to major incidents and ensure that service continued as normal, with more money for frontline services (DoH, 2008) .
In Sheffield, PCTs have been merged from the original four PCTs to one PCT that currently manages three Sure Start Children's Centres. Since 2004, the PCT also is no longer accountable for delivery and the local authority is accountable in Sheffield. Given that the PCT was the accountable body under the original Sure Start Local Programme, it has been quite difficult for the PCT to shift from having autonomy around how the partnership can make decisions and develop services to actually having to work within a specifically scheduled framework. 'It is quite difficult to move from where the PCT had power and control over the process to being in a position where you are actually not leading and controlling delivery, which is now done by the EYECS' (Personal interview). In addition, one of the senior officials from Sheffield local authority argued that:
We haven't particularly had one here, they have their own monitoring and recording, we have our own monitoring and recording. 
Street-level Bureaucrats' Autonomy in Delivering Sure Start
There is a substantial literature on the autonomy of street-level bureaucrats and its influence on the policy outcomes. Jacobs (1970) and Zimmerman (1969) , both taking a phenomenological approach, have pointed out the independence and influence of caseworkers in public welfare agencies. Handler and Hollingsworth (1971) use a more policy-oriented approach and come to substantially similar conclusions. Certain characteristics of the jobs of street-level bureaucrats make it difficult to severely reduce discretion and autonomy. They undertake complex tasks for which elaboration of rules, guidelines, or 'instructions' cannot circumscribe the alternatives of implementing tasks. Through the interviews, it is shown that street-level workers in Sure Start from both Sheffield and Manchester all have relative discretion and autonomy.
Street-Level Bureaucrats as Decision-Makers in Sure Start
The decisions made by street-level workers, the routines established by them and the devices they invent to cope with uncertainties and work pressures effectively become the public policies they carry out (Lipsky, 1980) . As implementation network approach suggested, Decisions in public policy are not merely made in legislatures or by high-ranking governmental officers, because in important ways they are actually made through street-level workers at the grass-roots.
Street-level bureaucrats in both Sheffield and Manchester also agree that they sometimes work in situations which are too complicated to predict, and at most times, it is extremely difficult to work in the programmatic formats set by their superiors. Abstract situations are fluid and need discretion to reduce broad public problems into something less ephemeral and more manageable for a public service worker (Wong, 2007) . Bovens and Zouridis agree that decision-making power helps street-level bureaucrats to constrain broad administrative procedures into concrete situations (Bovens & Zouridis, 2002) .
In both Sheffield and Manchester, street-level bureaucrats encounter circumstances of working in diverse communities, which increases the uncertainties of delivering Sure Start services to local clients. Hence, the decision-making power of street-level bureaucrats can help them reduce the difficulties of implementation to a manageable level. One of the managers from Sure Start Children' Centres in Sheffield commented that 'we are working in a highly diverse community with lots of ethnicity, and we do allow our family outreach workers to make their decisions regarding dealing with different cultural needs in this community' (Personal interview).
Street-level bureaucrats in both Sheffield and Manchester also have the responsibility and autonomy to decide which direction they intend to take. As Yvonne argues, in response to managing workloads and addressing the needs of clients, there is certain urgency for street-level bureaucrats in making judgments and executing decisions (Yvonne, 2000) . Staff interviewed in Sure Start Children's Centres in Sheffield and Manchester illustrated that they have the power to decide in which direction they give support to the family in need, what kind of support they require and how much support they give them (personal interviews). The implementation network approach recognises the intricacy of membership in the network, but also argues that street-level bureaucrats' discretion and autonomy influences the partnerships among organisations involved in the implementation process. Finally, there is a similarity that street-level bureaucrats interviewees in both Sheffield and Manchester argued that targets could also be a source of tension for street-level bureaucrats, because they were often seen as not the right ones and not realistic or blurry, at least for a particular agency involved in the Sure Start policy. In Sheffield, interviewees in Sure Start Children's Centres express their concerns on some targets without figures, such as reduction in the number of smoking mothers during pregnancy and improving the access of early years provision for children with special education needs and disabilities. These targets trigger tensions for street-level workers and are seen as unclear and inappropriate by interviewees. In Manchester, interviewees in Sure Start Children's Centres also show concerns over unclear and unrealistic targets, such as reducing smoking in pregnancy, reducing low birth weight and improving diet and nutrition. One of the interviewees in Sure Start Children's Centres in Manchester commented that 'there are some targets that are difficult to measure and execute' (Personal interview). Prottas argues that 'ambiguity and contradiction are basic features in the organisation's expectations of street-level bureaucrat behaviour' (Prottas, 1978: 295) .
Street-level Bureaucrats as Implementers in Sure Start
Street-level bureaucrats influence the implementation process of Sure Start policy not only as decision-makers, but more importantly act as implementers and determine how Sure Start policy made in the decision stage is translated on the ground. There is a similarity in both Sheffield and Manchester in that a lack of resources has become an inexorable factor influencing the behaviour of street-level workers as implementers. One of the workers in Sheffield commented that 'we are very constrained by the fact that you have very limited resources which is the key factor. So your ability to do anything is limited because you don't have any resources to spend' (personal interview). One of the street-level bureaucrats in Manchester also commented that a 'shortage of staff and money has been a big constraint for us to provide the services to the people in this community' (personal interview). According to Lipsky (1971) and Prottas (1978) , street-level bureaucrats always work with inadequate resources in circumstances where the demand will always increase to meet the supply of services, as shown above in both Sheffield and Manchester. Thus they can never be free from significant constraints.
The implementation network approach recognises that street-level bureaucrat exercises controls on the existing and potential service users by distributing benefits and sanctions, instructing clients on how to behave or using their own routines. Based on the interviews from Sheffield and Manchester, it can be seen that street-level workers in Sure Start often face the constraints of time and resources in delivering services to clients, and they intend to take various means to ration services in both cities.
Goffman argues that 'the business of public service bureaucracies is to categorise clients, to provide service to a citizen a bureaucracy must first reduce that citizen and his or her demands into a simple and patterned package of processable attributes' (Goffman, 1973: 79-109) . a report 'Jobcentre Plus and Children's Centres' from DWP argued: 'The simple pressures on time and responsibilities which staff in a range of organisations experience can also mitigate against partnership working on a more day-to-day basis and it is at this level that relationships can become more fully established' (Dench, Aston, James, & Foster, 2008: 78) . in Manchester one of the street-level workers commented that 'we have a lot of families to support, and due to the time constraints, we sometimes have to signpost them to other organisations, or tell them that they would have to wait for us and we will be not going to be able to meet their needs right now' (personal interview). Furthermore, street-level workers in Sheffield also show their concerns on the time pressure of linking with different key partners. Finally, the implementation network approach also highlights the autonomy of street-level bureaucrats as implementers in coping with targets. As implementers, they also have to face insufficient resources to reach unclear or unrealistic targets and conflicting targets. For example, one of the lower-level workers in Manchester commented that 'in terms of number of reducing the child poverty by 2010, you get data, but in terms of other figures, I just don't know whether they would be good or bad thing. Sometimes, they would say you have failed if you don't achieve those figures. Performance management has always been an issue throughout this policy' (personal interview). In Manchester, in the more ethnically diversified areas, Children's Centres also have to employ interpreters to accompany health visitors, midwives and parental support workers. However, based on the interviews, lack of funding, such as a shortage of funding for interpreting services, has put a constraint on street-level bureaucrats in meeting their objectives of reaching out to the most needed families, including minority groups.
Conclusion
Sure Start has been one of the flagship policies under the New Labour government, and Sure Start Children's Centres have been the vehicle for reducing the gap in outcomes between disadvantaged children under five and the wider child population. This paper attempts to analyses the implementation process of Sure Start under the context of Labour's commitment to improving public service delivery through the implementation network approach. In the first place, as the interviews revealed, it can be seen that some frontline staff in both Sheffield and Manchester has experienced the benefits of more autonomy and discretion in dealing with local issues.
However, compared to the power of the central government, the relationship between the centre and non-state actors is still largely asymmetric, and the central government has employed a variety of indirect measures to control the behaviour of frontline staff. Interviews of street-level workers in both Sheffield and Manchester show that their behaviour is considerably restrained by targets and limited budgets and resources, which are largely controlled by the central government. Secondly, there are two types of policy networks in Sure Start policy. Policy community and issue network co-existed in implementing Sure Start policy. Within the policy community, the paper analysed their ideological and institutional divisions and how these differences impact on the implementation process of Sure Start. In addition, the paper also analyses how the voluntary and private actors involved in the implementation process through issue network. Finally, for policy makers, micro-level analysis provides a basic understanding of human behaviour that helps to guide the selection of a governance strategy. Based on the interviews undertaken for this research in both Sheffield and Manchester, it can be seen that street-level bureaucrats play an important part in the implementation process of Sure Start.
